
Definition: A checking aid is a dedicated gage, fixture or other device used to verify 
compliance of H-D design record specifications. Use the following criteria to determine 
whether a particular device qualifies as a checking aid for PPAP purposes: 

1) 	If the device is specially made for the partes) being verified, and is not available as a 
catalog item elsewhere, it is a "checking aid." 

2) Standard items, such as plug gages, which are dedicated for use on a particular H-D 
part feature, but do not qualify under criterion #1, are not checking aids. For 
example, if a standard pin gage is put into a handle, numbered, and dedicated for 
use on a Harley-Davidson part, the result should not be considered a checking aid, 
because the pin gage being used is a standard catalog item. On the other hand, if it 
is necessary to have a pin gage or set of pin gages custom-made for use on our part 
due to the fact that the size required is not available as a catalog item, the result is 
a checking aid for PPAP purposes. 

Other types of devices that might qualify as checking aids are optical comparator 
overlays, special CMM holding fixtures and welding/assembly fixtures that are also used 
for part verification. Please consult with your purchasing representative if you are 
unsure about whether a given device qualifies as a checking aid. 

Checking Aid Requirements 

• 	 l'he checking aid must be assigned a gage control number in accordance with the 
supplier's gage control system. Revision control is required also, so that checking 
aids are reviewed when design records change. 

• 	 The checking aides) must be identified (by gage control number, revision level and 
revision date) in the appropriate space on the part submission warrant. A list that is 
referenced from the warrant may be used if the space allotted on the warrant is 
insufficient. 

• 	 In the PPAP submission, the supplier must present evidence that the gage is capable 
of performing as intended, and is capable of discriminating to the extent required by 
the design record tolerance for the characteristic or feature in question. This may 
require submission of a drawing of the device, or other objective evidence that the 
device operates in accordance with design record specifications. 

• 	 MSA is required in accordance with the appropriate requirements shown in the most 
recent issues of the AIAG PPAP and MSA manuals. Keep in mind that attributes 
gage analysis requires the use of nonconforming parts, and that the nature of the 
nonconformity be identified in quantitative terms. 
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• 	 The checking aides) must be identified on the control plan, or in controlled part
specific instructions referenced from the control plan. 

• 	 Because the need for a checking aid should be identified during the APQP process, it 
should normally be mentioned in the PFMEA either as an improvement item (a 
recommended action) or as a Current Control Method 

• 	 The checking aid must be made available to Harley-Davidson upon request, and 
may be required as a submission item for PPAP purposes. 
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